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I flew to Paris two days ,early to get the homework
done. There were no books where I lived and I had
to read five by Mary McCarthy, four by Romain Gary,
and about a thousand
articles by Malcolm Muggeridge. The Canadian
Broadcasting
Corporation
had
set up a panel discussion with these three writers on
"Is there a crisis in Western Culture?"
It was to be
taped in a large gold room in the Hotel Napoleon
and my job was Moderater.
I was doing it for money,
and to get out of a very sunny place where there
were no books and no prospects
and a couple of
women who knew me too weil. I took a coffin-sized,
coffin-colored
room in the
Hotel Cluny Square which is on the nortb-west corner
of Blvd. St. Germain and Blvd. St. Michel. Expenses
and a smal! gold room in the Hotel Napoleon
could
not be claimed for 48 hours. A wide varnished shelf
about a foot above the bed ran the entire right
arlgle of the corner into which the bed was fastened,
and I knew that it would clip me every time I rose
from the pillow.
AII that remained of my travels in the East were a
very small piece of Lebanese hashish and a complete
sun tan which recorded
my major life success, the
discovery of hot beaches where I could live naked
with someone
worth watching.
I put the crumb of
hash on the shelf beside two books which I had
written, and I stretched
the sun tan out on the bed
alongside
a number
of books from the American
Library which I had notwritten.
It was the middle of
October,
about 40 years too late for me to make
history in Paris. I read their books quickly and carefully because one of the few pleasant things I could
be in th at situation was a professional.
They were
paying me 600 dollars.
I starled reading at seven or eight in the evening
and I didn't get off the bed for 30 hours straight
,except to urinate in the sink which I expected to be
cracked but which was brand-new.
I went through
ni ne books without eating or sleeping or smoking,
and I was proud of myself for having located an
area of pride in the midst of my dedicated
hack
research. Several years of blurred activity have made
me expert in locating these areas, which must be
occupied from time to time just to appease a human's
appetite Tor landmarks. I've explored a lot of desolate
beaches under th at pressure. Not wanring to waste
the hash on an alibi, I didn't smoke it for the reading,
and I wouldn't
use it for the broadcast.
I would
save the crumb for a surprise, but I was an agnostic
when it came to surprises. As I acquainted
myself
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with the three minds I was to follow through
the
western
crisis, my work was compelled
by the
certainty that I wouldn't
have known where to go
had I been free, that I couldn't operate in Paris, that
there was too much young Swedish sex going on
without me. It was a discomfort,
not of lust, but of
feeling unlucky.
Once the maid came in to make the bed and was
mildly happy to find I had not opened it. I watched
her white bread-colored
legs over the horizon of the
page as/ she performed
a few ritual dusting thrusts,
recalling a pair of long, tanned,
shaved wet legs
which,
rniraculously,
had come
to bore
me as
thoroughly
as the sand. The pleasure of the recolledionderived
from my acknowledgment
th at the
girl mounted on those wet legs was, indeed, a beauty
by any standard, that it was fine to have left her, that
the sweetest aspect of her nature was the way she
let me know th at I could neither hurt or miss her.
My concentration
was 50 apparent that the maid left
with a tiny apology. I write with a fountain pen, and
under the shelf on the wall, I composed
a very
perishabie
aphorism
in small italic script: Changè

is the only aphrodisiac.
For the sake of authority I drew a dash below the
sentiment
and attributed
it to the Kama Sutra. I
leave these things everywhere, lunatic fringe member
of the Gideon
Society.
Maybe
some
salesman
wondering
why he is alone will read it.
At one in the morning I decided to break my fast.
I was halfway through my last obligation
to Romain
Gary, a pocket edition of his autobiography,
"Promise
at Oawn". I tore away the unread half to take with me
to a late café on Boul. Mich. I don't usually tear books.
. I guess I wanted to be as light as possible so that a
wind could take me. I knew that I couldn't
create
the experience
I wanted, 50 th at like any motorless
craft I had to depend on emptiness.
I forget the name of the café; it was on the left
walking down, chrome-trimmed,
mirrored,
a juke- .
box full of American tunes. Ray Charles was favored
and his hurt triumphant
présence
in the smoke
seemed to sponsor and dignify the nocturnal
sunglasses maskingmany
of the young ellenrele.
I was
29 that morning, a little older than everyone, and I
knew that the 20-year-olds
were better than I had
ever been.
Senator
McCarthy,
Eisenhower,
and Liberalism
flourished
wh en I was at college;
we thought
we
were great just to resist, just to get laid. So much has
opened up in those ten years, 50 many governments

discredited.
We hated ideology,
but the discipline
was still hatred. I'm still moving 50 I meet a lot of
people younger than myself, and sometimes
among
them I feel Iike Margaret Sangster at an orgy, noble
and irrelevant. I was glad to be hungry and light as
I chose a leatherette
bench and a round table that
gave me a good view, glad th at I had done my work
and had nothing to teil anyone.
Because of the music and because I was American
(albeit from Montreal),
because
I was curiously
in
need of comfort, I congratulated
myself on being an
emmisary of the dominating world culture. They were
all wearing American sun-glasses, they were all trying
to sit in the loose way Americans wait for violence
in bars, they had all bought Hollywood and it served
them right for 400 years of cultural
intimidation.
These heavy consolations ended
my fast and my
sen se of lightness even before lordered
the tomato
juice. It was all ego luggage and adventure
avoids
the ego, especially the little adventure
of flesh which
I knew could not happen while I drew these tedious
maps. I knew but could not learn th at the suffocation
of armor is too high a price to pay for protection.
There was some pain in these moments, and I must
have displayed
an attractive
spi ritual poverty,
for
when I looked up from the torn book, there was a
girl staring at me.
She wore a black and white checked suit, white
gloves, wide-collared
white blouse, over-dressed for
the place. Her hair was blonde but not the startling
kind. She was sitting with three Aigerian men, sitting
rather at the edge of their conversation
like a precarious prize, and they huddled
forward to enliven
their talk, baiting it with cocky indifference
50 as to
invite and trap her in it. She sta red at me in a way
th at said tliey had no claimon
her, and I knew th at
if one of them had slept with her he had done it
badly and risked punishment.
She was a very pretty girl to have stare at you in
a big city at two in the morning, very well-dressed,
an experienced
18-year-old
who frequented
Aigerian
beds perhaps, very Parisian in the way she used an
expression
of pain to convey
interest,
especially
around the mouth. I was 50 sudderily happy to be
sta red at, delivered
from my hack reading, 50 suddenly removed trom the plot of the morning, th at I
laughed out with the delight of the elected. I committed some breach of the solemn inspection
ritual
which demands
a rnutual promotion
of heroic voluntary solitude, and she laughed beautifully
at our
surprise. The obsolete
conversation
withered
to silence and raised faces as she stood up, not more than
five three, a very tiny waist which the tailoring advertised, and high heels without stockings. The up'turned faces launched her in a special mist of bitchy
triumph as she crossed to my table, their eyes on me
before she got ,there. I did not know what her eyes
were doing but her smile was gone as she stood
rather militarily before me, inviting me not 50 much
_ to inspect her as to benefit from a perfect example.
I expected perfume but she smelled of soap, her nails
very clean and pink, her hair had been wet an hour
befere and would be brighter when really brushed.
She smelled of impatience,
like white sheets ri,ppling
dry in the wind.
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I'd like some tomato juice.
Help yourself.
No, I'd like my own glass.
- AII right. Sit down.
No thank you.
She stood by the table until the glass came and
she drank it standing up, scrutinized
by everyone, a
tight-rope act of grace because a snicker might have
made a fooi of her, or a slut. Even the juke box was
silent throughout
the space of her risk. Then she
abdicated
the arena, sliding in beside me, the happiest spectator of the ernotion she had herself created, which the ordinary
diffusion of the café soon
replaced. Her companions
asked for their bill.
- That was very weil done. You didn't even have
to wipe your lips.
. I like showing off.
- Your friends are leaving.
- They'lI be waiting
outside.
They love being
insulted.
- Why?
For a lot of complicated
reasons th at have to
do with blood and colonialism.
I don't like talking
to you because you want me to be witty, and th at
isn't what I hoped for.
- Wh at did you hope for?
- You see? Goodnight.
- Stay with me. Come to my hotel, it's up the
street.
No.
- Then let's walk.
, I feel like going for a drive.
I don't have a car.
I do. 1'11 drive yOU.
lust from the point of view of the professionnal,
I was glad to see that the NouveIle Vague was creating real-Iife types, and that Iike any good style it was
accessible in acceptable
distortions
to many people.
From the point of view of the man she had sta red
at, I was in a fearful panic that she would walk away
at any second and leave me with a number of authors
I hadn't trusted for years.
She had parked her car on another
block which
we reached arm in arm, the three Aigerians trailing
us at distance of 20 feet or 50, calling her name,
Michele, Michele, over and over Iike children in a
street-side
singing game, an unexpectedly
pleasant
escort. We were sitting in the closed car when they
hung their thin faces outside
her window,
arms
around each others'
shoulders.
The two with free
arms tapped at her window and she rolled it down.
At close range they released mouthfuls
óf spit they
had been saving. She rolled up the window
and
locked both our doors. Pulling out of the space as
quickly as she could manage, she tried unsuccessfully
to run them over.
\
She drove slowly, too slowly, through
the little
streets th at bristle up from the river on the Left Bank,
and soon there were five angry cars behind us, honking and headlights
flicking. Wh en she reached
a
st reet wide enough for passing she hugged it at dead
center. I was unalarmed
when a police car cut us
off at an intersection.
She was ordered to pull over
and the accumulation
of early morning cars stretched
away. She showed her papers and in the brief inter-
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rogation I learned that her father was a doctor, that
she was a medical student, and th at she was 25. The
honking having evaporated, her detention became
less feasible, and the officer warned her to be sensible, and by the time she finished thanking him with
serious politeness, he had almost apologized. When
we were driving again I made her aproposal, pleased
that there was no greed in my .voice. Somehow she
created a stage of detachment for everyone to act on,
to act truly on. I also knew th at she could never be
humiliated.
Look, I'm a writer and I'm here to ...
Published?
Yes.
I don't.believe you.
I'm in a very lousy hotel room right now, but
tomorrow 1'11be moving into the Hotel Napoleon,
and 1'11have some money. I want you to stay with me.
How long?
As long as you want.
A week. Your tan will be gone in a week.
Stay with me for a week then.
Do you know why I said yes?
No.
Because I .want to change my life.
So do I.
But I happen to be serious.
We drove silently to the Hotel Cluny Square and
I thought that perhaps I would fall in love with her,
things being 50 lucky. The sky was brightening, traffic

thickening, and I wanted to fall asleep with someone
I loved. She smelled of lemon soap, and she drove
with a very straight back, her shoes on the seat between us because she liked to feel the pedais. Cornfortable with good fortune, I must have relaxed too
far, for some essential tension in the silence died,
and.1 feit her impatience begin. She double-parked
beside the gold-lettered door without killing the
motor.
I'm not coming up.
I wrinkled back her fresh skirt and dug my hand
between her thighs. She did not turn, she watched
the road as if she were still driving.
- Come upstairs,Michele.
Let's forget about any
contract for a week. lust come and spend the morning with me. I have a little piece of hashish, and we
can smoke and talk or sleep if we want, and never
mind the heroes we have to be, yes, change your life
with someone else more important, let's just have a
morning together for the sake of our curious friendship.
-

I don't believe you have any hashish.
God damn you!

I took one hand from her body and shot the other
at the ignition key which I buried in the fist I waved
between our faces.
- This is going up to my room. 1'11give it to you
up there or you can stay right here and push the car
to wherever you want to go.
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Let me park at least.
No.
- The morning is not going to please you.
- As far as I'm concerned it can't get any worse.
I c1imbed out, she set the emergency brake, gathered her shoes, sat in the open car door to put them
on, and th en we c1imbed the three flights up to the
roomwhich
contained all the evidence with which
I urgently needed to assail her disbelief.
I don't remember what her body was Iike. That
four o'c1ock morning was two years ago, and the
price I've paid for this story is to no longer believe
that it happened, th at I ever undressed her in the
same careful manner with which she dressed, just
as we keep the cotton th at a jewel comes in, hanging
her dothes over the back of the solitary chair, praising her at every stage. Certain sweet and minor plots
of the memory should never be violated for they
shrivel like picked poppies, but it is two years later
today and I am trying to write rnyself out of another .
very sunny beach, trying to place these events in
some expensive magazine.
As she entered the room she drew off her white
gloves and folded them into a tight bali as if to expose
as little of their surface as possible to the brown
rotogravu re Iight.
- These are my books, this and this, actual published books.
I'm too lazy to read English. Nothing is going
to change in this room, that I promise you.
- Are you too lazy to smoke some very fine
Lebanese hashish?
She did not answer me and I thought I detected
an instant of charity in her expression. We were
standing too close in the tiny floor space, like two
people trying to hear the same conversation in a
telephonê hooth, and what we were listening to was
another way the morning might have happened, but
the air was jammed with the static of impatience.
Where was it? The shame of a lie reduced me to
a childhood ordeal. The green crumb had disappeared from the shelf, and half my proof, there was·
no hashish to certify that I dreamed at some romantic
expense.
- The woman must have knocked it off dusting.
Do you mind getting off your knees? .
I had been ready to search through the generations
of sticky dust under the bed, and when I faced her
a second later I knew I must not mention the thing
again, or else display myself as a kind of cripple
which I took pride in not being: hashish simply has
never meant th at much to me. I began to undress her,
which was the only manly exit from my lie. When
necessary she assisted me politely and that was the
only deviation from her military indifference. She
didn't have that inner-lighted translucent skin some
blondes have, her shoulders were freckled, and her
breasts were pointed like little honey pyramids, that
is all I remember of her body. She allowed me to
arrange her on the narrow bed but she gave nothing
when I lay beside her, keeping her arms by her sides.
I don't feel anything.
Neither do I, and I don't expect anything.
My solitary orgasm waited for me easily but I did
not want to claim it. It would have been a very
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minor oblivion and I was not willing to disarm for
so short a flight, it would have been stolen charity
and she would have watched me all the way, assurning total power in the second I was gone, and I
suppose that an old habit insisted that I teach her
something, or at least have my turn at teaching. She
moaned unexpectedly and pulled me hard against
the first thrust of her hips, and for a minute her
small smooth body drew me through all the rituals
of passion. Then she relaxed abruptly.
I was just faking.
- That's fine. Don't destroy your record with
something genuine.
Now you're faking. Move, I want to get dressed.
Af ter she had adjusted her wide white collar and
smoothed down her skirt she picked up my two
books from the shelf. I had got into bed, arms beneath the covers, seized with anger. I promised myself that I would not speak another word to her,
that was all the mystery I could dredge up to glorify
my anger, that was all the style I could manage.
- Why should I believe th at you wrote these?
I don't know your name and they haven't any jackets
with your picture. From their dirty edges I'd say that
you carry these books everywhere.
I thought of shoving my passport at her but that
would have been like poking in the dust under the
bed. The books were traditionally slim and she had
no trouble tearing off the covers and peeling a few
pages from the broken spines. I thought of beating
her but I did not like the picture of a nude man
beating a well-dressed woman, and also for a flash
I thought I'd seized the cheap solution to her sexuality, that she'd enjoy being beaten, but even if it were
true, it was only self-comfort at the moment.
- Can I use your brush? Of course, you aren't
talking.
She brushed her hair briskly without once consulting the mirror, and with some diffidence she went
into my trousers and extracted her car keys.
- Goodbye, aren't you going to say goodbye?
But you must. We haven't hurt each other. I don't
Iike leaving rooms without being told goodbye. No?
Bathed in hatred I listened to her go down the stairs.
My small victory in silence wasthe prize I took to sleep,
she always made you think of prizes, that's wh at she
did to the greedy. It was an uncomfortable hatred
she left me with, not outgoing enough to dissipate
itself, not inward enough for a poem. Sleep came
quickly like a dunce's award for effort; after five
minutes it was interrupted byan incessant horn sounding below my window. She's forgotten her gloves.
She wants to apologize. She wants to start over. She's
in trouble on the street, the Aigerians. I banged my
forehead getting out of bed and I cursed my whole
predicament. I pushed open the stiff windows.
There
was a very pretty girl at the wheel of a small French
car waving goodbye to me, smiling perfectly, a pure
salutation that referred to nothing, and there was
nothing for me to do but wave back at her, then she
rolled up the glass and drove away quickly, leaving
me once again with that big grin of election which
she had loved f rst.
Hydra, Greece.

